The impact of GCSEPod

About GCSEPod – 1,500 schools in 36+ countries
• GCSEPod helps students acquire robust subject knowledge for each IGCSE/GCSE course they are
studying
• Our content is closely mapped to the exam boards and presented as 3-5 minute ‘Pods’, our unique
audio visual format, packed full of the facts students need to achieve the best results
• In the last 18 months, we’ve published a wide range of IGCSE content and continue to publish more all
the time
• Launched in the UK in 2010, 1500 schools in 30 countries now use GCSEPod
• GCSEPod won Best Secondary Content at the Bett Awards 2018 –the Oscars for Education Technology.
• We won the same award in 2015, and were finalists in 2019.
• GCSEPod helps students progress and improve results: see more details below

2017/18 Usage Key Facts
• Students streamed 13,5827,326 Pods between 1st September 2017 and 31st August 2018
• That’s 79% increase from last year’s 7,572,581!
• The most popular time for using GCSEPod was 18:00, and the least 03:00
• In May, our busiest month, users watched 2,558, 573 pods

• 65,354 assignments were published by teachers
• 2018/19 usage to Jan 31st: 4,800,000, compared to 4,100,000 last
• 70% usage outside school
• 95% schools resubscribe

Impact
Isolating the effect of one resource alongside the influence of great
teaching and a host of other initiatives is always difficult. However, a new
Government accountability measure introduced in 2016 provides powerful
evidence about the impact of GCSEPod on both student attainment and
progress in UK schools.

Progress 8 and Attainment 8
An introduction for international schools
Isolating the effect of one resource alongside the influence of great teaching and a host of other
initiatives is always difficult. New national accountability measures introduced in the UK in 2016 provide
powerful evidence about the impact of GCSEPod on both student attainment and progress
Attainment 8 (A8) measures the actual GCSE grade performance compared to similar students nationally
Progress 8 (P8) measures the average actual performance against predicted grade at age 11, compared to
similar students nationally
A8 and P8 are scored on student performance, using average grades across a selection of 8 subjects for
the GCSE cohort
There is a clear correlation between high GCSEPod usage, length of time used and Progress 8 scores.
The longer schools subscribe, the better the impact:

• Clear correlation
between pods
used per school
and progress in
that school,
compared to
others.
• The longer the
subscription, the
better the
impact.

Why is this also important for
students in international schools?
The latest UK GCSE specifications are far more rigorous than previously and the level is
now very similar to IGCSE/International GCSEs. What works for GCSE students also
works for IGCSE students.
Some international schools are now using Progress 8 and Attainment 8 to measure their
students’ GCSE/IGCSE performance.
“Our analysis shows that the subjects that performed the best correlated with those
where the GCSEPod usage was highest.”
Rebeca Coulter, King’s School al Barsha

Impact analysis
This study was conducted on a school by school basis, investigating students’
Attainment 8, Progress 8 and predicted grades, and how these were impacted by using
GCSEPod.
Once the results were collected from each school, they were anonymised and collated
into a national analysis which includes the results from all the schools together.
Currently, this analysis includes the results from 2,251 students (11 Schools).
This analysis is ongoing as more schools participate in the study. The current results
can be seen on the following slides.

The impact of GCSEPod
UK subscriber analysis
This graph shows whether there is a correlation
between amount of GCSEPod usage and
Attainment 8 score.
The gradient of this trendline indicates a strong
positive relationship between Attainment 8 and
GCSEPod usage.
On average, the highest GCSEPod users achieved
12 Attainment 8 points more than the lowest
users.

The impact of GCSEPod
UK subscriber analysis
The students were also grouped into quartiles
based on how much they used GCSEPod, as
seen in the following two graphs.
As can be seen from this graph, there appears
to be a positive relationship between
Progress 8 and higher GCSEPod usage.
On average, the students who used GCSEPod
the most, achieved 0.51 higher in their
Progress 8 than the lowest users.

The impact of GCSEPod
UK subscriber analysis
This graph suggests higher GCSEPod users are more
likely to exceed their predicted grades by a larger
margin than those who used GCSEPod less, especially
those users in the top two quartiles of usage.
This is particularly evident over the whole academic
period. High academic year usage yielded a greater
impact than high usage over the exam period.
On average, students who used GCSEPod the most
received 3 grades higher across their subjects than
predicted.

Individual schools that took part in the wider
study also noted some specific correlations.
At Glossopdale School, the
highest GCSEPod users achieved
on average 1.06 higher Progress 8
scores than the lowest users. On
average, these users also achieved
66% more (+23.59) Attainment 8
Points than the lowest users.

At South Molton School, the
highest GCSEPod users achieved
1.20 higher Progress 8 scores than
the lowest users. These users also
on average achieved 66% more
(+24.1) Attainment 8 Points than
the lowest users.

At North Chadderton School,
the highest GCSEPod users on
average achieved 0.9 higher
Progress 8 scores than the
lowest users. Across all their
subjects, the highest users also
exceeded their predicted grades
by 1.0 Attainment 8 point.

Don’t just take our word for it…
"GCSEPod is a great platform that offers
students an enhanced learning experience
and provides them with
long-term memory capabilities
through individual audio-visual Pods."

"Using GCSEPod as a revision resource had a
positive impact on our 2018 GCSE results
and it was noticeable that our subjects with
the highest GCSE performance also had the
highest GCSEPod usage."

“The support from the GCSEPod team was
first class. The students really embraced it.
Analysis of mock exam results shows that
there is a correlation between GCSEPod and
positive VA.”

Benjamin Atkins, Deputy Headteacher
Sunmarke School, Dubai

Eloise Morgan, Assistant Head Teacher
School of Research Science, Dubai

Richard Strafford, Director of Computing and IT,
The British School of Barcelona
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